Finally let

Ks-k.(p)^K
be the maximal /^-extension of k unramified outside Sp and positively ramified at p.
Let us remark, if all primes of k + above p do not split in k then G (k (p)/K) = (T^ (fe (p)/k + (p) k), ^Ip) = (G^ (k (p)/k + (p) k\ ^/p),
with other words, K is the maximal /^-extension of k such that for all completions with respect to primes p above p
k^(k^(p)k\.
This is just the definition of positively ramified (resp. positively decomposed) extensions used in [7] , [8] , [9] . In order to prove the theorem we use the action of the Galois group A=G(k/k + ) on the pro-/?-group G(£g /k^) and the general theory developed in the following section. This proof is much easier than the original one and the result is more general since the primes above/? are allowed to split in the extension k/k + (see [7] , Theorem).
Demuskin groups
Let p be an odd prime number and let A be a group of order 2 with generator p. For a Z^[A] module M we denote by M* the direct summands (l±p) M of M, hence W is the fix module M^ of A and on M~ the group A acts by multiplication with -1.
In the following let G be a pro-p-group with A-action, i. e., a A-operator group. Then A acts on all cohomology groups of G. As usual H^G) denotes the f-th cohomology group of G with coefficients Z//?. LEMMA 1. -Let G be an one-relator group, i. e., dimH^G) = 1, such that
Then the following is true: (ii) The assertions 
shows that L^ are totally isotropic subspaces of U. This proves (i). As a consequence we get the equality
Now let
G-^G^^G
be the closed normal subgroup of G generated by all elements gg~p, geG, and let G^G/G-. Observe that A acts on all Neja^: n p ==n(n~ln p )e1^ for neN. Obviously for Net here is a canonical isomorphism H^N-^H^N) 4 inf given by the inflation map. Furthermore we have
showing the assertion above as N is pro-nilpotent.
Since there is an equivalence of categories between the prop-/? A-operator groups and the split group extensions of A by pro-p-groups together with a section, we obtain for N e ^ an open normal subgroup ^ of ^, where ^ is the semi direct product of A and the A-group G, L e., there is a commutative and exact diagram
Obviously we have 
Q ^^(p)
where I is the kernel of the canonical surjection ^ -» ^ (p) and G denotes the factor group G/10 G. Since A acts on 10 G via 5 we obtain on G a A-action induced by the A-operator group G. But this action is trivial.
implying that there is a surjection
Now we obtain an exact and commutative diagram using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence We introduce some further notations. Let G be an one-relator group and dimH^G)Ĝ^Z^x^, [5] ) and in particular all Ne^p. Furthermore in this case the corestriction map H^N^H^G) cor is an isomorphism showing H^T^^O. Now Lemma 1 (iii) implies assertion (ii).
Conversely assume that (ii) is fulfilled. We choose a basis {Xi, . . .,^} of H^G) with the properties of Lemma 3. Let
1->R->¥->G-^1
be a minimal presentation of G by a free pro-^-group F of rank n and a closed normal subgroup R=<r> of F generated by reF. •
.[^-i^Jmod[F,F]^[F,[F,F]] 1=1
where a^~Ly a^= 1 mod p and a;=0 mod p for i^io. Therefore G has to be a Demuskin group.
Application to global number fields
For the algebraic number field k of CM-type containing [ip, p odd, let the fields k + , oo» ^ (P\ ^Sp 2Ln(^ ^s be defined as in the introduction. Let and this group is trivial if the underlying prime p of k^ splits in k^ by the Theorem of Grunwald-Hasse-Wang (see [4] , proof of Theorem 11.3):
because the completions ky and k^ are equal. If the underlying prime does not split in k^ we have which by local class field theory is isomorphic to U(fe^)*. Analogous we obtain H^V^U^J*.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 1.
From the surjection T/-) ^ G(k (p)lK) -^ G(k^(p)/Ks,)
we obtain an injection 
